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Do you remember audio 61?

Listen and answer the questions

Escucha y contesta las preguntas

Recuerdas el audio 61*

ITEM 1 y 2- PAG 118

What was the audio about? Answer with what you remember from last class

¿De qué se trataba el audio? Contesta con lo que recuerdes de la clase anterior

Responde aquí….

* Si no tienes acceso al audio 61, en la siguiente 

diapositiva vas a encontrar la versión escrita 



Audio 61- Versión Escrita pt 1

Versión de estudio

What are human rights? A human is a member of the homo-sapiens species, a man, woman or child; 

In other words, a person. Rights are "guarantees"; So human rights are the rights you have simply 

because you're human. The idea of human rights is that each one of us, no matter who we are or 

where we are born, is entitled to the same basic rights and freedoms. Human rights are not privileges, 

and they cannot be granted or revoked. They are inalienable and universal. That may sound simple, 

but it gets incredibly complicated as soon as anyone tries to put the idea into practice. What exactly 

are the basic human rights?

Escribe tus notas aquí:



Audio 61- Versión Escrita pt 2

Versión de estudio

What exactly are the basic human rights? Who gets to pick them? Who enforces them, and how? The 

history behind the concept of human rights is long. Throughout the centuries and across societies, 

religions, and cultures, we have struggled with defining notions of rightfulness, justice, and rights. But 

one of the most modern affirmations of universal human rights emerged from the ruins of World War II, 

with the creation of the United Nations. In 1948, the UN General Assembly adopted the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights, which was written by an international committee chaired by Eleanor 

Roosevelt. This document lays the basis for the modern international human rights law. 

Escribe tus notas aquí:



Audio 61- Versión Escrita pt 3

Versión de estudio

The declaration is based on the principle that all human beings are born free and equal in dignity and 

rights. It lists 30 articles recognizing, for instance, the principle of nondiscrimination and the right to life 

and liberty. It refers to negative freedoms, like the freedom from torture or slavery, as well as positive 

freedoms, such as the freedom of movement and residence. It encompasses basic civil and political 

rights, such as freedom of expression, religion, or peaceful assembly, as well as social, economic, and 

cultural rights, such as the right to education and the right to freely choose one's occupation and be 

paid and treated fairly. In past decades, international human rights law has grown, deepening and 

expanding our understanding of what human rights are, and how to better protect them.

Escribe tus notas aquí:



Audio 61- Versión Escrita pt 4

Versión de estudio

So if these principles are so well-developed, then why are human rights abused and ignored time and 

time again all over the world? The problem, in general, is that it is not at all easy to universally enforce 

these rights or to punish transgressors. Even though the Universal Declaration of Human Rights is highly 

authoritative and respected, it is a declaration. It is not a hard law. Then, when individual countries 

violate it, the mechanisms to address those violations are weak. So, although the main bodies within 

the UN in charge of protecting human rights monitor and investigate violations, they cannot force 

states to change a policy or compensate a victim, for example. 

Escribe tus notas aquí:



How are the pictures connected to the audio?
¿Cómo se conectan las fotos con el audio?

ITEM 3- PAG 118

Write here your answer/ Escribe aquí tu respuesta:

Picture a/ Foto a:

Picture b/ Foto b:



How are the pictures connected to the audio?
¿Cómo se conectan las fotos con el audio?

ITEM 3- PAG 118

Write here your answer/ Escribe aquí tu respuesta:

Picture a/ Foto a:

Picture b/ Foto b:



Check the text again

Revisa el texto de nuevo 

What are human rights? A human is a member of the homo-sapiens species, a man, woman or child; 

In other words, a person. Rights are "guarantees"; So human rights are the rights you have simply 

because you're human. The idea of human rights is that each one of us, no matter who we are or 

where we are born, is entitled to the same basic rights and freedoms. Human rights are not privileges, 

and they cannot be granted or revoked. They are inalienable and universal. That may sound simple, 

but it gets incredibly complicated as soon as anyone tries to put the idea into practice. What exactly 

are the basic human rights?



Check the text again

Revisa el texto de nuevo 

What exactly are the basic human rights? Who gets to pick them? Who enforces them, and how? The 

history behind the concept of human rights is long. Throughout the centuries and across societies, 

religions, and cultures, we have struggled with defining notions of rightfulness, justice, and rights. But 

one of the most modern affirmations of universal human rights emerged from the ruins of World War II, 

with the creation of the United Nations. In 1948, the UN General Assembly adopted the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights, which was written by an international committee chaired by Eleanor 

Roosevelt. This document lays the basis for the modern international human rights law. 



Check the text again

Revisa el texto de nuevo 

The declaration is based on the principle that all human beings are born free and equal in dignity and 

rights. It lists 30 articles recognizing, for instance, the principle of nondiscrimination and the right to life 

and liberty. It refers to negative freedoms, like the freedom from torture or slavery, as well as positive 

freedoms, such as the freedom of movement and residence. It encompasses basic civil and political 

rights, such as freedom of expression, religion, or peaceful assembly, as well as social, economic, and 

cultural rights, such as the right to education and the right to freely choose one's occupation and be 

paid and treated fairly. In past decades, international human rights law has grown, deepening and 

expanding our understanding of what human rights are, and how to better protect them.



Check the text again

Revisa el texto de nuevo 

So if these principles are so well-developed, then why are human rights abused and ignored time and 

time again all over the world? The problem, in general, is that it is not at all easy to universally enforce 

these rights or to punish transgressors. Even though the Universal Declaration of Human Rights is highly 

authoritative and respected, it is a declaration. It is not a hard law. Then, when individual countries 

violate it, the mechanisms to address those violations are weak. So, although the main bodies within 

the UN in charge of protecting human rights monitor and investigate violations, they cannot force 

states to change a policy or compensate a victim, for example. 



Answer the following questions

Check the text in the previous slide and answer

Revisa el texto en la diapositiva anterior y contesta

Contesta las siguientes preguntas

Item 4- PAG 118

1) How are human rights defined? ¿cómo se definen los derechos humanos?

2) Is the concept of human rights something recent? ¿Es el concepto de los derechos 

humanos algo reciente?

3) When did the UN general assembly adopt the Universal Declaration of Human rights? 

¿Cuándo adoptó las Naciones Unidas la Declaración Universal de los Derechos 

Humanos?

4) How many types of freedom are there? Explain. ¿Cuántos tipos de libertades existen? 

Explica.


